
Interactive Mobile Classroom
This one-of-a-kind classroom educates students 
about drugs and their effects. A written survey is 
given prior to the program arriving on campus. 
Students are then surveyed throughout the 
40-minute presentation via a Qwizdom® system 
that provides immediate response data on 
their perceptions. This data is analyzed by the 
University of Kentucky and provided to host 
schools to determine specific needs of their 
student population and end-of-year reporting.

Simulated Impaired Driving Experience (SIDNE)
This exercise utilizes a battery-powered go-kart, operated by 
a UNITE staff member, to simulate the effects of distraction 
and impairment from alcohol and other drugs on a motorist’s 
driving skill. Students receive a debriefing on their experience.

Fatal Vision Tri-cycle Course
Students wear impaired-driving goggles while attempting 
to navigate a tri-cycle through a defined course. Although 
similar to SIDNE, this activity is designed to simulate visual 
impairment.

The Choice Is Yours
A face-to-face small group discussion about making 
the right decisions, and how the positive benefits from 
making good choices outweigh the consequences of bad 
choices.

Fatal Vision Marijuana Simulation Experience
Students are given an evidence-based experience of cognitive impairment associated with 
recreational marijuana use. Special goggles demonstrate a student’s susceptibility to this 
impairment and the potential consequences (severity) that may occur.

None of these exercices will damage the gym floor.

To schedule Operation UNITE’s “On The Move!” drug education program
contact Mark Davis at mdavis@centertech.com or 606-330-1413

Operation UNITE’s “On The 
Move!” drug education 

and prevention initiative is 
provided FREE to 7th and 
10th grade students. The 

five-component program is 
alligned with the Kentucky 

Core Content areas of 
Practical Living and Health.

“This particular 
program may be one 

of the best I have 
ever seen as far as 
getting students 

involved, thinking, 
and providing 

important educational 
information in a 

format and manner 
that the students 

responded to 
positively.”
Russell Halsey

Principal
Johnson Central High School

“The immediate 
feedback following the 
interactive activity 
and simulation was 
extremely beneficial 
in ‘bringing home 

the point’ about the 
dangers of substance 
abuse and driving 

under the influence.”
Jennifer Mattingly

Principal
Rockcastle Co. High School


